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Introduction 
Every business transaction - from the simplest sale of goods to the most complex service offering - can be broken 
down into five attributes: price, service, access, experience and product. Many companies succumb to the myth of 
excellence and try to be excellent in all those areas. 
 
That misguided strategy has several failings. First, it's impossible for one company to be great at everything. Even 
Wal-Mart, arguably the most successful retailer in history, doesn't dominate its competitors on every attribute. 
Second, even if a company could excel in all five areas, it would have difficulty communicating a clear value 
proposition to consumers. Imagine the confusion if Tiffany suddenly began advertising deep discount prices on 
diamonds. 
 
When the most successful consumer businesses select the one attribute that defines their primary field of competition 
- where they seek to dominate - they hone the one that their target consumers value the most. 
 
That seems simple enough. But it's surprising how often companies try to be the best at something their customers 
don't want. Several years ago, for example, Kmart decided to make its line of clothing more upscale, offering high-
priced Gitano designer jeans as part of that effort. The move was a resounding flop - the retailer's customers didn't 
believe designer clothes could be sold at Kmart prices, and Gitano found its brand was cheapened in the eyes of 
upscale shoppers by being sold at Kmart. 
 
There's another important factor that businesses must consider. Consumer research has found that companies don't 
pay enough attention to a desperate cry from customers for basic human values. They need to adopt Consumer 
Relevancy, a way of framing an offering that enhances the company's value to its customers. 
 
This is affected by three key changes in society:  

 The social fabric is slowly unraveling, as the institutions that have historically safeguarded our values have 
begun to fail us.  

 There's a growing inability to keep pace with daily life, as people try to juggle work and family 
responsibilities.  

 There's a proliferation of increasingly intrusive information and communication technologies. 

Consumer Relevancy 
What do consumers want in this environment of information overload? Clarity, ease, certainty and trust. We need 
someone we can trust and rely on to clarify our options, to simplify our choices, to allow us to feel satisfaction with our
decisions. That gives businesses an opportunity to redefine value by recognizing the importance of values, to change 
the game for the mutual benefit of their customers and themselves. 
 



Consumer Relevancy is based on three foundations: 

 Human values are the contemporary currency of commerce. In an environment where fundamental human 
needs are being met less and less frequently, businesses that address those needs are well positioned to take 
market share from their competitors.  

 Human values determine commercial value. Historically, product features and functions were the primary 
determinants of value in business. Today, product quality is table stakes. While inferior quality won't be 
tolerated, product quality alone is not enough. It's the human values displayed when goods and services are 
offered that give the opportunity for extreme differentiation, branding and building loyalty.  

 Values are more important than value in the eyes of today's consumers. There was a time when most people 
derived their sense of self from traditional institutions. Today there's a unique opportunity for businesses to 
fill the values gap, if they recognize it and move quickly. 

Context has overtaken content as the primary driver of consumer value. The representation of human values can be 
found within the context of any commercial transaction. 

New Meanings for Old Attributes 
The essential transactional infrastructure hasn't changed since the 19th century. The five basic attributes of commerce 
existed then as now. But the specific meaning of those attributes has changed radically. 
 
Let's look at what that means for each of the five attributes. 

1. The mythology of price: Business brags about cheap, but people value honest. 
 
Time after time, consumers - regardless of income level, geographic location or education - say they're less 
concerned with getting the lowest price than with getting a fair and honest price. They want a price that's 
consistent and doesn't appear to have been artificially raised or lowered at the expense of other things they 
want to buy. 
 
The U.S. telephone industry offers an example of how not to do it. Consumers want assurance that they've 
selected a fair and honest rate plan. Instead, they're bombarded with verbiage about minutes, caller 
networks, multi-state plans and meaningless features and options. 
 
Wal-Mart has understood this with its "everyday low prices" approach. People automatically think of Wal-Mart 
as the price leader. In fact, Wal-Mart's prices have been found to be higher than its competitors' prices on 
one-third of a basket of items. But customers see Wal-Mart as the pricing authority. They believe the Wal-
Mart price is the real price, and that anything lower at another store is a short-term ploy that ultimately won't
be sustainable. 

2. Setting the service bar: Walk your talk. 
 
All too often, consumers see companies falling over themselves to provide "value-added" services in one area 
while failing to provide basic service in others. Perhaps it's the hotel that offers weary business travelers 
discounted weekend family packages but gives away guaranteed rooms or loses reservations. Or the do-it-
yourself store that offers classes in Renaissance parquetry but won't let you return a wrong-sized washer. All 
the special services mean little if a company cannot successfully serve customers' basic, everyday requests. 
 
Consumers make it clear they're looking for fewer gimmicks and more delivery when it comes to service. 
Businesses seeking to dominate in this area would do better to take all the money they've been putting into 
those extra services and investing it in screening and training employees, and measuring and rewarding their 
efforts to provide better point-of-interaction value to customers. 
 
Research suggests that of the five attributes, service may offer businesses the greatest potential return on 
investment, simply because most companies are doing such a poor job of providing good service. 

3. Access: It isn't just location anymore. 
 
Yesterday, access meant a right-hand turn into a bank's parking lot, or gas stations located on all four 
corners of a busy intersection. Today, consumers care more about navigation - physical and psychological - 
than mere geographic location. They don't want to be confused or slowed down by clever and elaborate 
layouts or trapped by forced traffic patterns into a human imitation of sheep in a slaughter chute. 
 
Getting to a business is far less important to consumers than getting what they want once they've arrived. 
Offer too much in the way of selection or distraction and you run the risk of making the most important part 



of access - the customer's ability to locate and buy - too high a hurdle. That helps explain the success of e-
ticket machines in airports and the growing popularity of "Fast Pass" systems at parks like Disney World. 

4. The real meaning of experience: Intimacy matters. 
 
"Experience" is often equated with "entertainment." But consumers indicate they're looking for something 
quite different. Entertainment doesn't even make the top 15 on the list of important issues. 
 
Instead, they want respect - to be treated like human beings and to be offered unique products or services. 
That's the strength of high-tech manufacturers such as Gateway, which routinely sells products configured to 
specific customer needs rather than pushing only the most expensive computer system available. 

5. Product: Your best just isn't good enough. 
 
The assumption has been that everybody wants the best when it comes to products. But research shows 
that's wrong. While a few consumers - notably Internet shoppers - say they buy only the best they can find, 
the vast majority of consumers say consistently good products are more desirable than a single best offering. 
 
Consumers are unlikely to spend the extra money on top-of-the-line products if they perceive that a less 
expensive item will probably be "good enough." At every price point, there's a "band of acceptability" that 
products must fall into to be acceptable to consumers. 

 
Conclusion 
How do you find the road to the commercial Promised Land? Truly consumer-relevant companies don't attempt to 
dominate on every customer-centric category - price, service, access, experience and service. You must determine 
which attribute you want to compete on. 
 
That means choosing a primary attribute, on which you want to dominate, and a secondary one that serves as a 
strong complement and helps differentiate you from your competitors. On the remaining three, you must not fall 
below industry par. 
 
Successful companies understand that value, in consumers' minds, is the intangible sum total of a company's 
performance on all five attributes. But they don't try to excel at all five, and thus don't fall prey to the myth of 
excellence. 
 
- End -  
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